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The observations within this book are purely that of the author, and do not seek to give advice 
or attempt to overrule your own personal observations, or of anyone whom reads the material 

contained within this book. Anything of a religious, spiritual, sexual or any other nature is not to 
be taken as fact, unless by your own agreement of it. 

 
Any upset experienced by those reading this book because it goes against their own observations 

or what they have been taught, has not been purposefully created to do so, and therefore all 
responsibility and consequences are fully taken by the purchaser and/or reader of this book or 

reading any data contained within this book.

First published in Great Britain in the Year 2020 
by Hieronymus Quimp

Copyright © Hieronymus Quimp 2020

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in 
any form by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic methods without 

the prior written permission of the author, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in 
reviews and certain other non-commercial uses permitted by copyright law. 

or permission requests, email the author- found on the contact page. 

The moral right of the author has been asserted.

Some observations in this book, have been written using ‘He’, when it could have also been ‘She’. There 
are female versions of all such observations, should they be required for any reason. 

Explanations of some words within the observations,  
can be found on the ‘Definitions Page’ for better understanding, or clarification.

D i s c l a i m e r
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clothing

THE SOUL OF A WOMAN

Pick your favourite QUOTE
you Love, or wish to show to the world!

Tell us WHICH DESIGN (see website)

let us know on what item of clothing 
you desire it, and we’ll create it for you!

Hello and thank you for taking the 
time to download this free ebook!

    warm regards
Hieronymus Quimp

and accessories
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     the game of
Man and Woman

the first 4 quotes below are on
 clothing and accessories on the site! 

although they came from another 
book (yet to be released)

they can be ordered too!

QUOTES

    warm regards
Hieronymus Quimp

ADDITIONAL
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Woman take a ‘little more time’ to warm up!
Men are always ready to go!

So take your time, massage her, caress her,
stroke her, ‘Make Love’ generously to let 
her know!

You understand how a Woman desires to be 
loved! to unleash for her that Inner Glow! 

inner glow
Hieronymus Quimp
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Maybe once in a lifetime, no words
needed to be spoken!

So obvious, each merely by the other’s 
presence!

has suddenly and miraculously! 

as if from a long Spiritually forgotten 
sleep, 

thankfully, again woken!

W O K E N

Hieronymus Quimp
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A Woman desires to be loved!

And so each day it is a Man`s Noble 
Quest, to understand the daily changes
of his Woman`s Mind!

And how she desires this love,
from you, that day to manifest!

M A N I F E S T

By Hieronymus Quimp
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SACRED HONEY
Hieronymus Quimp

A MAN ‘JUST WON`T SEE RIGHT!’

WHEN A WOMAN’S SACRED HONEY TURNS ON! 

AND TURNS OFF HIS ANALYTICAL SIGHT!
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Today, her behaviour was different,
than it had ever been before,

something good, must have happened in her life,
an opportunity, a newly opened door!

Maybe new love, or a problem long painful,
finally come to an end!

Whatever it was, i could see it in her face,
her childlike manner,

her absolutely Beautiful Space!

BEAUTIFUL SPACE

By Hieronymus Quimp
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Why she worried about Time! 

Was a worry, ‘she really didn`t 
have the time to worry about!’

she thought,

So, why worry about it? 

w o r r y
Hieronymus Quimp
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He`d had an Exciting Smile,

but ‘Something didn`t feel right!’

So she didn`t pursue it!

It would end badly, 
and She Knew It! 

KNEW IT
Hieronymus Quimp
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YOU`RE BEAUTIFUL! 

 Your Eyes! 

  Your Face! 

   Your Soul!

    Your Space! 

Everything about you,
 
 MY SOUL DOTH EMBRACE!

EMBRACE
Hieronymus Quimp
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She`d been completely crushed!

And for so long in denial
of her ability to flower!

She`d forgotten who she`d once been
and Really Was!

N o  L o n g e r  D a r i n g  T o  C r e a t e
T h e  F u l l  R e t u r n  O f  H e r  I n n a t e
S p i r i t u a l  P o w e r !

I N N A T E
Hieronymus Quimp
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In He Walked,
but she could Hardly Form Words!

Tongue tied! So Utterly Smitten!
 
Not unlike a ball of wool, 
 surrounding a deeply purring,
  yet happily disarmed kitten!
    

S M I T T E N
Hieronymus Quimp
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She had an Enchanting Laugh!

No Malice, Pure Innocence and Joy!

Like an Excited Child,

unwrapping a Brightly Coloured,

Lovingly Wrapped Christmas Toy!

By Hieronymus Quimp

ENCHANTING
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Especially 
when Happy!  

Animated!

and 
Exceedingly Bright!

A Woman, 
can be a Wonderful Sight!

A  W O M A N
Hieronymus Quimp

Return to Contents Page
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Laughing like Hyenas,
      obviously having fun,
          Single middle-aged Woman!

Determined to show the world, 
they`re still Wild at Heart! 
                              Young in mind!
   
and for ‘a less experienced man’,

  a Rare Find!

R A R E  F I N D
Hieronymus Quimp
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Deepest Peace!

but Mind Alive!

Such Wonderful Experience!

For only a second met!  
 
Yet Destined Forever! 

Him ‘Never To Forget!’

N E V E R  T O  F O R G E T

Hieronymus Quimp
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Dissolve

Fiddling with her mobile phone,

so completely upon it,

did her world revolve!

As if,
if lost,

her world, would Suddenly Dissolve!

D I S S O L V E
By Hieronymus Quimp
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A Beautiful Soul, her manner, poise,
the way she held herself, spoke, 
the Beauty in her eyes!

Simply a girl, who modelled for a living,
a poem written to her surprise!

 
 
A Poet Enraptured!

A moment Captured!

No Embellishments, no lies!

CAPTURED
Hieronymus Quimp
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When he asked her, ‘why she hadn`t acted 
upon the phone number, given weeks ago!’

She simply reached into her pocket,

then with crumpled paper now fully 
unfurled,

whispered with a coy smile,

 ‘I was scared, for I knew you would 

  forever change my world!’

S C A R E D
Hieronymus Quimp
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Eager to please, 
she had a lightness of touch,

more than good manners, 
caring each person should be
happy to be there! 
To receive her smile, her touch!

Attentive when listening, 
wishing to know more!

How life might unfold!

Eager to receive, 
Innocence unfettered,

free to Think! 
to Love! 
to Be!

EAGER TO PLEASE

By Hieronymus Quimp
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He lovingly 
gave her Beautiful Flowers!

her face lit up!

This gesture seemed to say much more!

It was the Small Things in life,
she`d loved him for!

F L O W E R S
Hieronymus Quimp
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She said, 

‘she lived in her own little world,
only permitting friends to stay!

So when faced 
with a relationship challenge,
No ! was what she`d inevitably say!

When asked by her friends 
why this was so?

She`d start to cry!
for she didn`t know!

d i d n ` t  k n o w
Hieronymus Quimp
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Obscure

A Woman`s Allure, 
is sometimes hard to endure!

Harder still, 
the urge to tell her!

Men trapped, 
‘observing etiquette’,
    
are socially bound
to obscure!

a l l u r e
Hieronymus Quimp
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She, one minute up!
              one minute down!

As events from the past,
    uninvited, kept rising to view!

 Destroying fresh moments,
  
  for Others brand new!!
   

BRAND NEW
Hieronymus Quimp
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He`d been a ‘Perfect Fit’, 
 but she`d played ‘hard to get!’

`If we`re meant to meet again,
 we`ll meet again !` she`d said,

 Laying alone now, lonely, 
   in a Cold Empty Bed!
       
 

E M P T Y  B E D

By Hieronymus Quimp
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Hair

My Newest Girlfriend, 
found black hair 
on the bed!

So stormed off, 
without telling me where!

But i knew she`d return, 
recovering from upset,

once she`d found out 

 a ‘Cat lived there!’.

HAIR
Hieronymus Quimp
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W H A T  U T T E R  J O Y ! 

W H E N  D I D  S E E ,

M O T H E R  A S  B E A U T I F U L 

A S  D A U G H T E R  B E !

     B E
Hieronymus Quimp
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Multiple personalities, different moods,
not at all the girl i first met!

I wonder, if even SHE knows who she really is?

I the audience,
She, all the characters in a play!

I wonder who she`ll be today?
                        

B E  T O D A Y

By Hieronymus Quimp
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Arms Spread wide open, but emotions cold!

Fake air hug coming!

too obvious her purpose,
but if attempted to avoid she`d scold!

Persuasively flicking eyes and head,
now getting much too painful to bear! 

Showy façade says, ‘Happy to see you!’ 

but in truth we both know, 

she Really Doesn`t Care!

really doesn`t care

By Hieronymus Quimp
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She was beautiful outside, but not so within!

I tried hard not to judge, but my knowingness,
my gut response wouldn`t budge!
 
I looked closer and saw she had been playing 
too many destructive games! fake personas! 
unhealthy aims!

She had merely been trying to survive 
LIKE US ALL! 

but Hurt Too Many in the process! 

She was destined 
T O  A T  S O M E  P O I N T - F A L L !

F A L L
By Hieronymus Quimp
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 Future despair

 

S HOWING STRONG INTEREST,
BUT TOO SCARED  TO REACH,

SO PRETENDED NOT TO CARE!

THE SOUL`S PROTECTION
AGAINST FUTURE DESPAIR!

Future Despair
Hieronymus Quimp
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SHE`D FORGOTTEN HOW NICE IT WAS!

To bounce along the street!

Unobserved!

Undisturbed!

Oblivious to everyone you meet!

She`d been Famous for so long!

FAMOUS

HIERONYMUS QUIMP
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Too many games!

Too Much, she wouldn`t let me know!

Had to let her go!
     

G O
Hieronymus Quimp
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She wants to do it because she loves it!
not purely for the money alone!

Just the joyful experience,
of choosing clothes people are happy to be in,
and others can their beauty admire!

If you`re now curious what she wants to be?
She wants to be a Fashion Buyer!

S H E  W A N T S
By Hieronymus Quimp
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I  WATCHED HER SLEEPING!

NOT PEEPING!

JUST HEART  A LEAPING!! ! !

     S L E E P I N G
Hieronymus Quimp
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Despise

Fake smile,
Pretend Love in eyes!

Hidden darkness!

Wretched trap!

HER SOUL 

DID MINE DESPISE!

D E S P I S E

By Hieronymus Quimp
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Saturday Night was ‘All Wild Filled Frolic!’.
Persuasion upon men Charismatic Girl did run!

Promises made to meet again soon!
Enticing smiles! Affectionate fun!

 

No regrets do surface in next day`s, 
bright morning for she`d 
merely Desired to Play!

But into day, light soon turns from night,
sober thoughts now look to previous evening`s 
‘Peacock’s Display!’,

TO PLAY
Hieronymus Quimp
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Tomato sauce

He was ‘ALL OVER HER’,
like ‘Tomato Sauce over chips!’

She`d just become available,
so his chance he thought he`d take!

Not realising,
first, she`d need a little break! 

Tomato Sauce
Hieronymus Quimp
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 No Want For Sleep! 

 
    yet to Bed They Went!

Two Souls 
‘Desiring’

 
   to ‘Physically Vent!

 

v e n t
Hieronymus Quimp
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WATCHING HER PLAY, JUST HER WAY!
 
FOR HOW LONG I`VE LOVED HER?

FAR FAR TOO EMOTIONAL NOW!

STILL HARD TO ADMIT,

STILL HARD TO SAY!

H A R D  T O  S A Y

By Hieronymus Quimp
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As mind explodes! 
This Heart begins to fill!

        for simply seen, her Art in truth,
               is Just in Being Still!

Quiet she sits, as a stone, 
far away, thoughts alone!

No reach to touch her Soul`s façade, 
this image frozen in the dark!

B E I N G  S T I L L

Hieronymus Quimp
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The Boss made her work on her Birthday,
but her character was stable and strong!

So although she`d rather have celebrated
the night away!

She kept good cheer!

Serving others with kindness and a smile!

Although the night was arduous and long!

BIRTHDAY

HIERONYMUS QUIMP
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Every bodily motion flirtatious!

Each Look designed to arrive!

For Tonight, she had decided, 
she would be

  Admired! Noticed!

  Loved! Adored!

    Excited to Feel Alive!

ALIVE
HIERONYMUS QUIMP
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Grandmother

The very young,
sitting next to the very old!

One, fresh faced bright!
the other, a life lined face
from an experienced life flight!

One, an older version of the other!
  
Granddaughter sits happily 
with Grandmother!      

Grandmother

HIERONYMUS QUIMP
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Close she sat,

far enough away, for decorum’s service,

near enough, for fidgeted she!

No words or glance exchanged,

Yet touched each other, 

Spiritually!

T O U C H E D
Hieronymus Quimp
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A girl loudly exclaimed,
 ‘I don`t like you, very much!’

But her best friends attitude didn`t budge!
 Quietly replying, ‘Well, i still like you!’

  She had chosen her friends, 
    Soul`s Light’s Lapse,
     Not To Begrudge!

b e g r u d g e
Hieronymus Quimp

Return to Contents Page
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I wanted to help her!

But she ‘didn`t want to help herself!’

So i helped her, 

Want to help herself!

h e l p

Hieronymus Quimp
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Sitting at the bar Monday Night, legs crossed, 
sour expression, wishing now she`d stayed at 
home, as ‘Yet Another’ boring night ahead!

Then in he walks out of nowhere! a Stranger!
Now listening Intently, to each deeply
measured word said!

For her Zero Regrets next morning!
having been loved to the limit!

Glad now not chosen earlier the ‘early night’ 
instead!

Z E R O  R E G R E T S
By Hieronymus Quimp
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Confident each hair flick she`d created,
would have the desired effect!

Smiling Wildly, 
as Each Man she`d flicked at,
 
Looked Up!

Having got caught,

in her ‘freshly thrown’ Fishing Net! 

F I S H I N G  N E T
Hieronymus Quimp
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She cared,
no words to exclaim the
fact, it merely flowed!

And those she touched, 
felt her care,
her charm upon them, 
lovingly bestowed!

BESTOWED

Hieronymus Quimp
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Aloof!

She had an attractive grace!
as if, from somewhere other, than this 
‘Material Place!’.

Powerful! yet restraining self,
from using that power within her that 
innately dwelt!

So Special! in many ways,
unleash it undoubtedly will, 
in Future Days!

f u t u r e  d a y s
Hieronymus Quimp
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THE Soul OF A WOMAN
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If you found value in these pages, give copies to friends, 
or someone you feel connection with! 

With no other reason in mind, angle or pitch! 
but purely a desire to another’s life enrich!

But always keep this version for yourself, for 
guaranteed you’ll find interest in it again 

some future day! 

When suddenly reaching with the strong desire, 
to find value once more, lifting it from the shelf, 

to guide you upon your way!

58

E N R I C H

Return to Contents Page
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59

BESTOWED 
Bestowed - given as a gift

TOUCHED
Decorum`s service - to behave in an 
appropriate manner or way
Fidgeted she - unable to sit comfortably

EMBRACE
Doth - does

BEING STILL
Soul`s facade -   the human body
Mind explodes -  mind suddenly in 
higher awareness

HARD TO SAY
Way - a person`s individual behaviour

ENCHANTING
Charming or powerfully pleasing
Malice - bad intention

A WOMAN
Animated - full of life or spirit
Bright - intelligent and aware

RARE FIND
hyenas - animals that make a sound like crazy 
laughing

INNATE
Crushed - destroyed by too much pressure
In denial - unwilling to confront, 
the truth of something
To flower - to show one`s strength or abilities
Innate - something you have always had - not 
learned

DISSOLVE
Fiddling - to keep playing with something
Dissolve - disappear to nothing

CAPTURED
Poise - calm confidence in behaviour
Enraptured - filled with delight
Embellishments - something added 
to make more attractive

D E F I N I T I O N S  
O F W O R D S

Con`t
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60

SCARED
Unfurled - to unfold or open out
Coy - quiet and shy

EAGER TO PLEASE
Unfettered - free and unrestrained

FLOWERS
Gesture - something said or done, to 
show a feeling 
Lit up - become bright, as in smiling

DIDN`T KNOW
Relationship challenge - a chance to
have a partner

OBSCURE
Allure - ability to attract or tempt
Etiquette - social conduct or behaviour
Duty bound - having to do something 
as a duty
Obscure - to cover something, 
so it can`t be seen

BRAND NEW
Rising to view - coming up from 
the mind into the present

EMPTY BED
Perfect fit - exactly right

HAIR
Stormed off - left in an angry mood

BE
Utter - complete
Be - was

REALLY DOESN`T CARE
Air hug - a pretend hug without touching
Scold - to speak angrily to someone, as if 
they had done something wrong 
Persuasively - attempting to entice or 
control another
Showy facade - expressive, but fake 
behaviour

FALL
Destined - by destiny (fate), meant to be
At some point - at some time in the future

FUTURE DESPAIR
Despair - deep sadness

FAMOUS
Oblivious to everyone - everyone not being 
greatly aware of you

Con`t
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SHE WANTS
Fashion buyer - someone who makes 
decisions, of what to purchase,
for a company that sells clothes

SLEEPING
Peeping - secretly looking
Heart a leaping - a feeling of extreme 
love or affinity

DESPISE
Wretched - deserving to be hated
Despise - to very strongly dislike, or hate

TO PLAY
Frolic - to play freely
Peacocks display - to show yourself 
in a big way, like a peacock opening
it`s feathers widely

TOMATO SAUCE
All over her - wouldn`t leave her alone

VENT
Vent - forceful release of something, 
that has been building up

BIRTHDAY
Stable - mentally healthy
Good cheer - a happy and light mood
Arduous-difficult and tiring

ALIVE
Flirtatious - acting as if interested in 
someone, in a sexual way
Designed to arrive - created to cause an 
effect (arrive) on the observer

SMITTEN
Utterly - completely
Smitten - deeply affected by strong feelings 
for someone or something
Tongue tied - unable to speak
Disarmed - charmed or totally under 
the spell of

Con`t
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BEGRUDGE
Exclaimed - to say forcefully
Budge - change or move
Begrudge - to feel upset or angry about something
Soul`s lights lapse - a drop in the positive side(light) of a souls behaviour

ZERO REGRETS
Intently - with great interest
Deeply measured word - low in pitch 
and slowly spoken

FISHING NET
Fishing net - a device used to catch something

FUTURE DAYS
Aloof - emotionally keeping ones distance
Grace - attractive behaviour and movement
Material place - the physical universe
Innately dwelt - has always been part of a person or existed within a person

Return to Contents Page Con`t
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this night
Mate – a female partner
Shimmering -  movement of light 
on something
Fate – something that was meant 
or destined to be
Bemingled – joined or immersed together
Rare flight – not often experienced, 
a soaring feeling like flying
Be – exists
Surreal – not seeming real, more 
like a dream
All but - almost
Eternity`s passage – time forever into 
the future

Defenceless
Demurely - quiet and well behaved
Bemaning - made up word meaning - to play 
with the hair, as though a mane
Beauteous - beautiful
Maiden – an unmarried woman or girl
Bestow - to present as a gift
Sight – the act of looking

 

Removed
Sacred thunder – power considered spiritually yours.
Trillionth time – million x million (many times).
Surpassed – beaten or bettered.
Overlord you – get the better of you.
Succumbed – surrendered or were beaten by.

63

She
Exude  - to flow of something from something
Beget – to cause something to happen
Traits –  personal qualities or characteristics
Robust -  healthy and strong
Doth – does
Fate –  something that was meant or 
destined to be

Removed
Frolic – to play
Suitors - men who wants to marry 
a particular woman
debutante - from the word debut - a woman
who has started to be seen publicly in social 
gatherings
Enticing - creating strong interest
Brisk - fast and lively
Peacocks display - behaving like a peacock 
opening its feathers to get attention
filled talk – constant and entertaining
Distraught -  mental unhappiness or upset
Repenting – feeling regret 
Earnestly -  seriously and with intention

o l d e r  s t y l e  

Con`t
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Muse
Muse - a spirit or source that inspires an artist
Muse - a woman, who is the object of  love or devotion and is 
regarded as a source of inspiration
Yearn – to desire greatly
Thou – you  
Beauteous – containing beauty
Revelations – something new revealed
Ternity`s – eternity`s
Make fast – to make last forever
Enamoured -  liking or loved or admired
Fine quill make write – a very high quality ink pen made of a 
feather or a similar instrument. used here to just mean - to write 
creatively
All taken in – observed and understood and written down
To pens delight -  the idea that a pen and it`s user, could be very 
happy about writing something
Insight rich – deep observation and knowledge
Universally minded room – the normal way of seeing the universe
Unstudied afore – not studied before
Blessed be – important or holy
Go forth – go out and live
 

64

Return to Contents Page
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 Older style

   Observations

In an



66

This night 
And so to bed, eyes fixed upon mate, 

beautiful shimmering sight! 

By this fate, Two Souls bemingled, 

Moon’s soft light, bathed,

rare flight!

Softest touch be, time slowed, 

Earthly World surreal now,

all but gone! Con`t
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To forget Eternity`s Passage try might!

 
Yet Always Remembered, 

how Two Souls,  

Truthfully loved This Night!

Hieronymus Quimp

Return to Contents Page
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Defenceless 

68

At first she sat demurely, 
no attention flowing her way!

Then, as though handsome knight arriving, 
began bemaning long dark beauteous hair, 
with impressive caressing display!

Oh ! What Power does a maiden`s hair caress, 
bestow upon the minds of men!

What smoothest action, what purest delight! 

what kind of magic is this? 

Though try might, sight Defenceless to fight!

Return to Contents Page

Hieronymus Quimp
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It did flow from her like a Princess, 
long beauteous blond hair, appearing she from 
another time and place, a time without care!
A spreaded light from her, did exude a softness of 
energy, her mind was Strong Bright!
Modestly dressed, yet notably noticed within a 
crowd, and with whom she met, with love did enrich, 
and friendliness did beget to them Her Light!

Searching for, but always with same traits must,
a Soul to Forever Trust!

she

Morally robust while actively seeking mate! 
Forever aware, one`s ‘promises to One`s Self,’ 
doth always create and so future make,
one`s Perfect or Imperfect Fate! 

Return to Contents Page

Hieronymus Quimp
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Night-times Joyfulness ‘be All frolic, fun!’
Bright talk and persuasion upon suitors ‘Sweetest 
Debutante’ did run!
enticing smiles, amid Brisk Waltzes, promises she made,
To meet passionately again soon, wild affection displayed!

But sadly, the ‘Fairy Tale’ turns ‘once more’ into day, 
emotions sober now,  to earlier ‘outrageous Peacocks Display’ 
distraught thoughts now turn!
to Repent words on men did whisper smooth, and Soul 
Connections earlier promised! 
With speed, ‘by means of a well written letter and a Swift 
Horseman’, 
wished Earnestly Removed!

removed

Hieronymus Quimp
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Yearn for Muse, Not purely in female form alone, as 
present is She in Everything thee do see!

Do this, and All within this Beauteous Universe be yours 
to explore, walking newly un-trodden paths to brightest 
revelations since ternity`s start at long last!  And These 
Fresh revelations, Your Pen with ease, shall lovingly make 
fast!

for Who cares what one observes? if all things ‘if dare 
look’, are Brightly New! when widely eyed now and 
Strongly Enamoured too!

so Care not about the thoughts of some, that did exclaim, 
they needed Another Soul to fine quill make write!

for life has Always been light-filled  for all to see, by this 
truth ‘all now’ should be taken in to Pens Delight!

muse

Con`t
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For Deepest Soul`s Purpose be enriched, who go-eth 
outside this `Universally Minded Room` to unstudied 
afore views, ‘enlightened’, ‘bringing back news’ of 
Wonders blessed be to Muse!

striding Forth into this ‘Wondrous Universe’, then 
returning to share good, and some bad, having 
Observed from Highest heights! 

to write Joyfully concerning ‘all things’, by means of 
Poetic Observation,

Always Seeking Truth, in Everything thee Doth Write!
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  D E A R  R E A D E R

 I truly hope that you found something 
 that was entertaining, insightful, beautiful,

           made you laugh, sigh or just made you think!
          within this little book of,  ‘Observations within      

        a poetic form’ about the ‘Soul of a Woman!’ 

   With Love

   H.Quimp   
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A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

Thank you, to all those who inspired these 
observations by their being and actions.

even if they were not aware they did so.
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A U T H O R

Hieronymus Quimp

Observationist – Philosopher 
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C O N T A C T

Website

www.hiero-woman.art

email
hello@hieronymusquimp.art
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observations

THE Soul OF A WOMAN

Every woman, no matter your social 
standing, attitude to life, behaviour 

or personality, is bound to find 
something to absolutely love, in this 

beautiful book of Observations in a poetic
form about The Soul of a Woman!     

Fifty Observations in a Poetic Form, 
about Woman, that are destined to be 

shared for years to come!


